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Executive Summary 
Our application domain is a popular hobby: tabletop role-playing games. Face-to-face 
social interaction is at the core of the tabletop roleplaying game experience, and is 
directly linked to player engagement and enjoyment of the game. However, the 
inherent complexity and extreme information density of many tabletop RPGs can lead to 
slowdowns in play; these slowdowns interfere with social interaction between players, 
reduce player engagement and decrease enjoyment. At the same time, this complexity is 
integral to player satisfaction and motivation. Our challenge is to improve the tabletop 
RPG workflow, maintaining the game’s interesting complexity while reducing 
slowdowns and improving player engagement. 

We begin with a thorough examination of the application domain, including an 
overview of tabletop roleplaying games as an activity, a summary of two categories of 
stakeholders, descriptions of two common gameplay scenarios, and a survey of existing 
applications that are currently in use. 

We then discuss the setting and method of our inquiry: contextual interviews 
conducted with two tabletop RPG gaming groups on the IUPUI campus, whom we 
observed in the course of several game sessions. We briefly summarize key 
observations from our contextual interviews. 

We analyze a set of consolidated work models based on our observations, and discuss 
the lessons drawn from that analysis. Consolidation of the data yielded critical insights 
that led directly to design goals for Odin: a comprehensive, feature-rich software play 
aid designed for traditional (co-located) tabletop roleplaying groups. 

We analyze the workflow and information flow problems we discovered through our 
data collection and consolidation, discuss our design approach to solving those 
problems, reify our design goals and considerations into a comprehensive set of 
requirements for Odin, and develop these requirements into a cohesive vision. We 
draw on the core concepts and key functions of a number of existing software tools to 
create a conceptual design that supports and improves all aspects of the tabletop RPG 
workflow. Our design systematically targets workflow improvements at those parts of 
the gameplay process that cause slowdowns and negatively impact player engagement. 

On the basis of the two stakeholder categories and the two gameplay scenarios 
presented in the application domain, we created two representative user profiles and 
two application usage scenarios for Odin. We then present an interactive prototype that 
represents our design. 

Informal user evaluations, conducted with the same groups of RPG gamers whom we 
observed for our initial inquiry, validated our design. Both the high-level concept of 
Odin and our interactive prototype were met with an overwhelmingly positive 
response. However, our users had a number of comments and suggestions for 
improvement, which we will incorporate in any future iterations of Odin.  
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Application Domain 

Tabletop Role-Playing Games 
In role-playing games, a player takes on the role of a character in the fictional world of 
the game; the player’s actions in the game are interpreted as the actions of the character 
in the game world. 

Though computer role-playing games such as World of Warcraft have become widely 
known, they are predated by (and indeed are the descendants of) “pen-and-paper” or 
tabletop role-playing games. Tabletop role-playing games (TTRPGs) arose before the 
wide adoption of the personal computer, and require no electronics or other technology; 
still, computer-based play aids have slowly penetrated the TTRPG culture. Tabletop 
RPGs remain a popular hobby today. 

How They Are Played 
In a typical tabletop RPG game, or session, several players sit around a table, with paper, 
pens or pencils, and several oddly-shaped dice. Each player takes their turn describing 
the actions of his or her character. One player, the gamemaster (who is in charge of the 
proceedings), uses the game rules, his imagination, and rolls of the dice to determine 
and describe the results of the characters’ actions. The other players then describe how 
their characters react to the developments; the process then repeats, with minor 
variations, for the duration of the game. 

Tabletop RPGs are a unique mix of collaborative storytelling, improvisational acting, and 
cooperative strategy gaming. They make heavy use of a player’s imagination and 
creativity, develop social skills, and encourage nonstandard thinking. 

Figure 1 (from Wikipedia) shows a group of players during a tabletop RPG session. The 
critical feature of the game, as visible in the photo, is that a TTRPG session is 
fundamentally face-to-face social interaction. At its core, what is pictured is simply a 
group of people, sitting around a table, talking to each other. As revealed by our 
contextual inquiry, it is this “human-human interaction” aspect of the game that most 
shapes the players’ experience, and so it is what most centrally informs our design. 

Focus: Dungeons & Dragons 
By far the most famous, and historically the most popular, tabletop role-playing game is 
Dungeons & Dragons. First published in 1974, D&D, as it’s commonly called, will soon 
release its 5th edition. Dungeons & Dragons, together with its many spinoffs, imitators, 
and games that use very similar systems of rules and gameplay (such as the hugely 
popular Pathfinder RPG), makes up the bulk of the tabletop RPG market. Thus we have 
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chosen to focus on this group of games for our inquiry. (In this document, Dungeons & 
Dragons will serve as a stand-in for all sufficiently similar games.) 

Users 
There are two distinct participant roles in D&D and similar games, which will 
correspond to the two user categories in our application design: the player (of whom 
there are 3-6 in a typical game) and the gamemaster, or GM (of whom there is one in a 
game). (Note: in Dungeons & Dragons specifically, the gamemaster is referred to as the 
dungeon master, or DM. We will be using the terms “gamemaster”, “dungeon master”, 
“GM”, and “DM” interchangeably.) 

The gamemaster is responsible for “running” the game. He or she selects or creates the 
fictional world, or setting in which the game will take place, and the scenario(s), called 
the adventure or campaign, that the player characters (PCs) will face. The DM is 
responsible for describing to the other players the world and environment in which the 
player characters find themselves; determining (with the use of game rules and the 
DM’s own imagination and judgment) the results of the PCs’ actions; and adjudicating 
the application of any of the myriad game rules that apply to any situation that arises in 
the course of gameplay. The DM is expected to have a firm grasp of the game rules, the 
player characters’ capabilities, and the details of the adventure or campaign. 

The players each take on the role of a single character. Each player controls the in-game 
actions of his or her character. A player is responsible for knowing the game rules 
relevant to their character, and the game statistics that describe that character’s abilities. 

Figure 1. A group of players in the midst of a tabletop role-playing game session. 
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Activities and Complexity 
While the core conceit of TTRPGs (players take on the role of characters in a fictional world; 
go on adventures; encounter and overcome challenges) is straightforward, the process of 
playing a game like D&D can be quite complex (see sequence model, page 16, for 
complete analysis), as well as extremely data-intensive. This complexity is the reason 
for the quantity of reference books and paperwork seen in many D&D games (analyzed 
further in our flow and artifact models, p. 18 and p. 20), and explains the demand for 
computer-based play aids. It is also the primary motivation for the design of Odin. 

To give a sample of this complexity, we present two common scenarios, each of which 
represents an integral part of D&D gameplay. (These common scenarios are translated 
into application usage scenarios in the User Profiles and Scenarios section, p. 36). 

Scenario 1: Character creation 
Before a player can join a game of Dungeons & Dragons, 
he or she must make a character. D&D gameplay is 
governed by a complex set of rules and game 
mechanics, described in rulebooks (e.g. the Player’s 
Handbook or the Dungeon Master’s Guide). Accordingly, 
each character, and that character’s abilities, is described 
by several pages of numbers, game terms, details, notes, 
and background information, called a character sheet. 
(Figure 2 depicts one page of a four-page character 
sheet. Photos of the other pages are in the Appendix.) 
The steps of character creation usually go as follows: 

1. The DM tells the player(s) about the adventure or 
campaign, lists which rulebooks or other 
published material the player may use to create a 
character, and delineates any relevant house rules 
(variations on the game rules, or custom rules, that 
the DM or group have chosen to institute). 

2. The player consults the listed rulebooks and other material to find character 
classes (such as fighter, wizard, etc.) and other character options that suit that 
player’s preference and play style. 

3. The player discusses their options with the DM and the other players and 
chooses a class and other character options (of which there are many). 

4. The player fills out a premade character sheet, such as that pictured in Figure 2, 
in accordance with various game rules that dictate the interaction of various 
character abilities. 

Steps 2 and 4 are the most complex, requiring the player to consult several rulebooks (or 
recall relevant game rules from memory) and perform many computations (albeit 
mathematically simple ones, almost never going beyond simple arithmetic). 

Figure 2. A character 
sheet. 
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Scenario 2: Running a combat 
If the player characters find themselves engaging in combat — if they have to fend off 
some monsters, or battle against a villain — the DM has a lot of work to do. The steps of 
running a combat usually go as follows (from the DM’s perspective): 

1. Describe the scene around the player characters, including the terrain and 
environs, any enemies and allies present, and anything else the player characters 
can see. For this description, the DM typically consults some combination of 
published materials and his or her own notes. 

2. Set up (draw) the combat map, which is a graphical 
representation of the physical space in which the combat 
takes place (a hall in a ruined castle, a bridge over a river 
of lava, a clearing in a forest, etc.). Just as for the 
description, the DM usually consults various materials 
to create the map. (Figure 3 depicts a simple combat 
map. More combat maps are pictured in the Appendix.)! 

3. Place all participating PCs and non-player characters (both 
enemies and allies) on the map. 

4. Determine initiative order (order of players’ actions in 
combat), which requires the players to roll dice and the 
DM to record the results. 

5. Wait for each player to determine combat actions (this 
typically requires the players to consult their character sheets and the rulebooks, 
and to roll dice). 

6. Move characters around on the combat map, as needed. 

7. Determine the outcomes and results of all participants’ combat actions (this 
typically involves rolling dice and consulting rulebooks and notes). 

8. Repeat steps 5-7 until combat is over. 

Like character creation, running a combat requires the DM to constantly consult many 
sources of information (see flow model, p. 18, for more details), as well as perform a 
number of computations on the fly (again, mostly simple arithmetic). 

Information Density 
The descriptions of the two scenarios above show that D&D is a very information-
heavy activity. It involves almost constantly referring to, and processing (remembering, 
understanding, applying, creating, and modifying), a great deal of data. This data 
comes in a number of logical formats (structured graphical data, such as maps; 
unstructured graphical data, such as illustrations; structured, textual or numerical data, 
such as character sheets, reference tables, and games rules having to do with numbers; 
unstructured textual data, such as descriptive text and rules text) and a number of 

Figure 3. A simple 
combat map. 
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physical formats (rulebooks, both physical and in digital (e.g. PDF) format; online 
reference sites; notes, both handwritten and taken on a computer or mobile device; 
character sheets, either physical or digital; various printouts and handouts; maps and 
diagrams on a whiteboard, projector, or screen). 

Almost all of the artifacts used in tabletop RPGs like D&D are information-bearing 
artifacts. (See artifact model, p. 20, for details.) This information density and complexity 
explains the demand for computer-based play aids (see Existing Applications, below), 
and accounts for most of the slowdowns and breakdowns in the “workflow” of 
gameplay (see consolidated models, especially sequence model, p. 16, and flow model, 
p. 18, for details). The design of Odin is intended to alleviate the cognitive burden and 
practical difficulty of dealing with all that information, and thus to remove or reduce 
those workflow issues. 

Existing Applications 
Though a game like Dungeons & Dragons may be (and, historically, often was) played 
without a single piece of electronic equipment — some pencils, paper, and printed 
rulebooks are all that is required — the spread of personal computing technology has 
affected tabletop roleplaying practices. These changes have been partially driven by the 
slow increase, over the decades, of the game’s complexity, as more material is 
published, and newer game editions tends to have more complex rulesets than older 
ones. 

Technological play aids commonly in use among tabletop RPG enthusiasts fall into 
three categories. 

Digital content 
Content published for use with Dungeons & Dragons and similar games, such as 
rulebooks, adventure modules, campaign settings, magazine articles, etc., is 
increasingly released in digital format, either in addition to print versions (common for 
rulebooks) or in lieu of print versions. The most common digital format used by 
publishers is PDF. Articles and other shorter publications are released as HTML (i.e., 
web pages). Complete sets of game rules and content are often published online as 
hyperlinked databases, either by the game’s publisher or (thanks to open licensing 
agreements) by third parties. 

The advantage, for DMs and players, of content in any of these digital formats is 
portability and searchability. An entire library of rulebooks may be carried on a laptop 
in PDF format; a website may be accessed from any internet-capable device; either form 
of data may be quickly keyword-searched, in lieu of leafing through rulebooks for some 
game rule or bit of descriptive text. 

These tools have prominent drawbacks, however. PDF viewing applications tend to be 
clunky and slow (especially when viewing artwork-heavy PDFs of rulebooks), making 
it difficult to “scan” through a rulebook, and generally do not allow simultaneous 
viewing of several different, distant pages of the same document. Search functions are 
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usually an inefficient way to find rules text (a keyword search through the Player’s 
Handbook for “sword” may return a hundred hits; which is the right page reference for 
the desired situation?). Hyperlinked online references are often organized very 
differently from the printed originals, making it difficult to look for desired rules or 
descriptive text. 

Generic tools 
Some DMs and players use a simple text editor, such as Windows Notepad, to take 
persistent notes, as temporary “scratch paper”, or even to record complex data such as a 
character sheet. Such text files are easy to create and easily searchable, but they do 
poorly at presenting data “at a glance”, in an easily readable manner, and they must be 
updated manually. 

Character sheets constructed with spreadsheet applications (most commonly Microsoft 
Excel) are also relatively common. These, too, usually do poorly at making character 
information easily and quickly accessible (though Apple’s Numbers application has 
significantly superior content-layout and presentation features, though its learning 
curve is steep for a narrow application domain such as TTRPG gaming; some of Odin’s 
features are inspired by its capabilities). Though less popular in recent years, editable 
PDF files (with text fields which could be modified with any PDF reader program) have 
also been used for this purpose. 

Tools such as MediaWiki may be used to construct a cross-referenced, easily-editable 
record of story and character information, game rules, and other content relevant to a 
long-running D&D campaign. Apart from the poor implementation of search functions 
that wiki software often has, these are among the more effective generic tools available 
for organizing TTRPG data, and aspects of Odin’s design are inspired by the wiki 
format. However, wikis integrate poorly with other resources, such as content in PDF 
format and editable digital character sheets. 

Various image editing and graphics software, from the ancient ClarisDraw to modern, 
high-end tools like Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, are used by some DMs to create 
graphics for use in their games. The created images (usually maps or diagrams) may be 
printed and handed out to players, or shown to players via a large display. 

On the hardware side, DMs and players make use of both personal computers (usually 
laptops) and mobile devices (usually tablets) to store, reference, and edit game-related 
data. DMs increasingly use large displays to show visual content, such as maps, that 
needs to be visible to all players. (Such a display may be an overhead projector in a 
classroom, or a large-screen TV in someone’s home.) The internet is used to access 
online databases of game content, or to share data in digital format (e.g. via Dropbox). 

Many other tools may be used by tabletop RPG gamers as play aids; listing them all 
would be impossible. The degree to which computer hardware and software is 
integrated into the practice of gameplay, and the specifics of which tools are used, vary 
greatly between gaming groups, according to availability of technology and the 
preferences and technical savvy of the participants.  
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Special-purpose tools 
Over the decades of tabletop RPGs’ existence, and especially in the 21st century, many 
electronic and computer-based game aids have been created. Some of these are 
developed by the game publishing companies that create the games themselves; most, 
however, are third-party and fan creations. Software game aids fall into several 
categories. Note that some of these tools are designed primarily for online play, where 
the participants in a game are geographically dispersed; most of these, however, are 
also potentially applicable for traditional, co-located RPG gaming. 

Virtual tabletop applications (also known as “shared whiteboards”) offer an editable 
canvas, accessible by all logged-in participants, on which a combat map may be drawn 
and minis (small images or tokens that represent characters or monsters) may be placed 
and moved. Virtual tabletops often contain features such as grid measurement and 
initiative tracking. Hugin is a simple example of such an app; MapTool is a much more 
feature-rich example (with a correspondingly steeper learning curve). 

Character builders, such as HeroLab, are designed to automate the process of creating a 
character. These applications are programmed to compute the various game statistics 
that describe a character in D&D or a similar game, freeing the player from having to 
manually apply the game rules that describe how these statistics interact with each 
other. Because the specifics of those interactions are unique to each game system (and 
even each version of a game system), character building applications must be 
programmed with comprehensive descriptions of each ruleset that the application is 
designed to support. 

Combat managers, such as the aptly-named Combat Manager, are designed to ease the 
DM’s task of keeping track of the myriad pieces of information needed to run a combat. 
Typical features include initiative tracking, maintaining a list of combat participants 
(both player and non-player characters) and each participant’s game state (this includes 
game statistics such as health, armor class, temporary magical effects, etc.), keeping a 
reference library of “statblocks” (game-mechanical descriptions of monsters) for easy 
reference, and more. 

Campaign managers, such as the website Obsidian Portal, are essentially special-
purpose wikis, designed to better integrate with different data formats and provide 
certain RPG-specific features. The purpose of a campaign manager is to allow the DM to 
bring together all the material relevant to a long-running campaign: to share narrative 
descriptions and plot information with players, to keep notes on adventure design and 
plot structure, and to maintain and share content such as campaign world maps and 
illustrations. 

Finally, dice rollers are so simple a tool as to rarely be found as standalone apps; due to 
their extreme ease of implementation, they are typically integrated into any of the tools 
described above. A dice roller is simply a wrapper around a random number generation 
algorithm, which constrains the random values into a range and distribution equivalent 
to that of one or more physical dice. The fancier software dice rollers embellish their 
functionality with graphics or animations that depict physical dice.  
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Data Collection 

Setting 
IUPUI has a very active Gamers’ Guild (https://www.iupui.edu/~gguild/), a student 
organization devoted to various sorts of gaming, from video games to board games. We 
selected two tabletop roleplaying groups run by members of the Guild. Group 1 was 
run by one of the authors of this report (Said), while Group 2 was run by another 
member of the Guild. Group 1 used the 3rd edition of Dungeons & Dragons, while Group 
2 used the Pathfinder RPG (a closely related and very similar game system). We 
observed both groups, and interview several players from Group 1 and the gamemaster 
of Group 2. 

Both groups held game sessions in classrooms on the 1st 
floor of the Informatics building at IUPUI. Figure 4 
depicts a diagram of the typical layout of the space. (See 
physical model, p. 24, for a larger version and more 
details.)  

The key elements of the setting were the tables, on which 
game materials were laid out; a large, visible-to-everyone 
display (an overhead projector installed in the 
classrooms); and the DM’s laptop. (Note that these 
elements of the setting can be duplicated in another 
common setting for tabletop RPGs — a private residence 
— with a laptop, a coffee table, and a large-screen TV.) 

Method 
Both groups we interviewed played once a week, for 4-6 
hours per weekly game session. We (Yamini) observed two of Group 1’s games, for 2-3 
hours at a time. We (Said and Yamini) observed one of Group 2’s games, for 
approximately 2 hours. In the course of the observation sessions, during the frequent 
lulls in the action, we asked the players and gamemasters questions about their play 
practices. (We found members of both groups to be extremely cooperative and eager to 
aid our inquiry.) 

Observations 
Group 1 
Issues that emerged during the observation and interview included character creation 
and tracking of campaign-related information (game story information persistent across 
multiple game sessions). The interviewed player commented on the complexity of 
character creation; the frequent necessity of referencing many rule books and 

Unwieldy for players to get up and modify 
map on whiteboard (so they don't)

Laptop

Books

Whiteboard

Books

DM moves back and forth from 
materials on table to whiteboard

Books are handed back and 
forth from DM to players

Book

D

Legend

D — DungeonMaster
P — Player

P

P

P

P

P

Character 
sheet

DM must physically take character 
sheet from player to look at it

Figure 4. Classroom used 
as setting for game. 
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determining rule interactions in the course of creating a character; and the fact that 
while character creation may take much time for inexperienced players, play experience 
often shortens this period. He pointed out specific examples of game rules and 
interactions that he no longer has to look up because he is familiar with them. The 
player also described and demonstrated ways in which he keeps track of relevant 
campaign information (using paper notes). 

Group 2 
Issues that emerged from this interview included the use of a variety of technological 
aids for tracking game-related information; cognitive load on the GM vs. the players; 
speed of combat setup and action resolution; separation of GM and player knowledge; 
and distribution of information tracking responsibilities across the participants (GM 
and players). 

Notably, the GM in this game uses at least four different applications, across two 
different computing devices (tablet and laptop), in addition to impromptu tools such as 
a generic text editor, to track information — both of the persistent-across-game-sessions 
sort and of the endemic-to-game-session sort. The patterns of work that we observed, 
that emerged from the interactions between these tools, were relatively complex; the 
fact that the resulting cognitive load on the GM was higher than that on the players, and 
the resulting slowdown in the GM’s part of game mechanics resolution responsibilities, 
had an effect on patterns of social interaction within the game that we observed the 
players engage in. 

Details 
See the affinity diagram (p. 14) for a complete set of notes from the observations and 
interview. 
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Data Consolidation 

Affinity Diagram 
Our complete affinity diagram, constructed from our observations, is on the following 
page (p. 15). 

Emergent themes 
A number of key themes emerged as we constructed the affinities. 

• Rulebooks are referenced constantly; searching in a printed book, or keyword 
searching in an online reference, are inadequate means of access, and cause frequent 
slowdowns 

• There is a lot of game-state info to keep track of between game sessions; most of the 
responsibility for maintaining this information falls on the DM 

• In combat, the DM must keep simultaneous track of many different pieces of 
information, and uses a variety of (often improvised) tools, both physical and 
digital, to do so, which is a chore and causes slowdowns 

• Both the players and the DM need regular and frequent access to information 
artifacts (though the DM has more things to reference) 

• Players like using physical artifacts: dice, character sheets (even when digital 
alternatives are easily available) 

• Players are most engaged and active when discussing with each other what to do; 
when the DM is looking things up, players get distracted and bored 

• Constructing and updating the combat map is time-consuming 

For further discussion of these themes, see the sections on consolidated work models 
(pp. 16-25). For discussion of how these themes informed our requirements, see p. 26. 

 ! (
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essence of the game

Computing action resolution is 
time consuming and involves the 
players waiting passively

Discussion of action options 
takes a while

Players seemed engaged while 
discussing action options

Players divert into assorted 
conversations while DM resolves 
actions

Each round of combat takes 5-
10 minutes, most of which is 
action resolution, as well as 
determining rules that cover the 
players’ actions

How is combat
visualized?

DM has to construct combat map 
on the spot

DM uses map to both track state 
and convey state

DM sets the positions of the 
characters on the map either 
autonomously or by taking players’ 
inputs depending on the type and 
phase of campaign 

DM creates a map with MapTool 
(part of RPTools) and uses a 
projector to show it on a projector 
screen

DM draws map on whiteboard 
by hand

DM describes the map and its 
contents verbally to the players

DM shows effects of actions, 
like spells, using the map

Labeling on the minis on the grid 
reveals information to the 
players (levels of enemies, etc.)

DM keeps track of monster state 
(hit points) on combat map

DM uses preconstructed 
characters provided by Paizo; 
uses same screen as map, so 
players see it — and metagame

“There’s lots of metagaming in 
this game” — a player

DM is the only one controlling 
input to the map display; to 
dictate their positioning, players 
give verbal directions to DM; 
there is verbal discussions 
between players in the course of 
deciding positioning (out of 
character)

Setting up a combat map takes a 
while; the DM has to draw the 
map, select minis for each 
participant, and set positioning

DM draws map on whiteboard 
by hand

Tracking of information
specific within a

session

DM keeps track of init rolls, 
monster states, opponents, NPCs 
(almost entirely manually)

Players have relatively little to 
keep track of in combat

DM keeps init rolls on tablet, 
manually entering them after the 
players roll physical dice for 
them

DM keeps init rolls on whiteboard

DM uses impromptu text tool 
(Windows Notepad) to keep track 
of monster state

DM keeps track of monster state 
(hit points) on combat map

MapTool allows DM to track 
monster state

DM keeps track of status of 
opponents manually; making 
action resolution slower than 
action selection

Combat Manager app for 
Windows is on tablet

NPC codex in web page also 
on table; DM switches 
between these contexts

Not much activity on paper -- 
very few changes to character 
sheets except on every level

One player has char sheet on 
Obsidian Portal. (Most fields are 
manual, but some are calculated; 
details of abilities and feats are 
entered manually)

Tracking of information
that persists between

sessions

DM keeps short-term state of 
campaign world in his head

Players also keep parts / 
aspects of short-term campaign / 
adventure state in their heads

Players have a lot more to keep 
track of for characters long-term

DM tracks and conveys long-term 
campaign / adventure information 
in campaign documents

DM tracks (from memory, it 
seems?) what the PCs were 
doing last session(s)

DM knows facts about the 
campaign world (keeps in his 
head), and doesn’t have to 
reference anything to check 
(campaign world is custom 
made); players often ask the DM 
for clarification/exposition

Players also partially remember 
what happened in previous 
session (distributed knowledge)

Player keeps track of campaign-
specific stuff in notebook (graph 
paper)

Player keeps track of clues, e.g. 
in an investigation adventure

Each player keeps notes about 
stuff that affects their characters, 
but no campaign-wide notes

Each player keeps notes about 
stuff that affects their characters, 
but no campaign-wide notes

Characters might also have 
spells, companions, 
objects/artifacts

DM sometimes provides 
campaign document

This is a long-term campaign 
(over a year duration) with the 
same players / characters

Overland maps (quest maps) are 
kept on Obsidian Portal

Affinity Diagram

https://www.obsidianportal.com/
http://rptools.net/
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Sequence Model 
The process of playing a tabletop RPG such as Dungeons & Dragons can be complex. Our 
consolidated sequence model is on the following page (p. 17). Key breakdowns are 
circled in red.  

Lessons from the sequence model 
Most (all but one) of the problem points in the sequence (circled in red) have to do with 
waiting for the DM or players to manipulate data: waiting for the DM to draw or adjust 
the map; waiting for a player to adjust his character sheet; waiting for the DM to 
determine results of actions (where the slowdown arises from having to consult many 
references in various formats, and do computation). Speeding up these lookups and 
data manipulations is thus a core design goal of Odin. 

One of the slowdowns (circled in blue) arose from a different cause: waiting for the 
players to discuss amongst themselves what they would do next. We found that players 
were most engaged, most active, and least distracted during precisely these periods of 
discussion, speculation, and collective decision-making. Therefore, removing this 
particular source of slowdowns is not a design goal of Odin; on the contrary, we believe 
that retaining this element of direct social interaction is desirable and beneficial to the 
players’ enjoyment of the game. 

Conversely, players were least engaged, least active, and most likely to divert to other 
tasks, such as playing video games or browsing the internet, during periods when the 
DM was looking things up. This presents another compelling reason to make lookup of 
notes and references faster, thus minimizing these periods of “downtime”. 



Trigger: Select
adventure module, or

create campaign setting

Find players

Describe adventure or
setting, and house rules

Players and DM
discuss character

creation

Players create
characters

DM reviews
characters

If characters are
unsuitable... (violate

rules, etc.)

DM describes
surroundings, story,

adventure hook

DM may adjust
adventure / setting /
plot, based on created

characters

Players discuss
amongst themselves

what to do

Players declare their
characters’ actions

DM resolves effects
of actions

Cycle continues until
game ends

(if player actions
result in a combat

scenario)

DM creates or sets up
combat map

DM may create
exploration map to

visualize characters’
surroundings

DM places all
participating

characters and
enemies on map

Players select combat
actions

Players discuss
combat actions with

each other

Players declare
character actions

DM and/or players
roll dice to determine

results of actions

Players dictate
changes to character
positioning on map

DM adjusts map

DM determines
results of combat

actions

DM describes combat
scene

Continue until combat
is over

(if combat is over, return
to “DM describes
surroundings”)

Character changes in
some way

Player adjusts
character sheet to
account for change

Character dies

Intent: run a game

Intent: create characters

Intent: set up scene for 
players to react to

Waiting for DM to draw 
or construct map

Intent: respond to 
scenario, accomplish 
character objectives

Waiting for DM to 
determine results of 
player actions

Intent: present combat encounter

Waiting for DM to 
set up map

Waiting for each 
player to decide what 
to do in combat

Waiting for DM to 
adjust map

Waiting for DM to 
determine results of 
combat actions

Intent: win combat encounter

Waiting for player to 
adjust character sheet

Sequence Model
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Flow Model 
Our consolidated flow model for D&D and similar roleplaying games, encompassing 
the major styles of play (published adventure module(s) or custom campaign), is on the 
following page (p. 19). Key breakdowns in information flow are circled in red. 

Lessons from the flow model 
There are two foci of information flow in a game of D&D: the DM and the players. 
While there is some flow of information directly between the players and the DM, most 
information flows between either the DM or a player, and one or more information-
bearing artifacts. This flow may be one-way (e.g. from rules references to player or 
DM), or two-way (e.g. between player and character sheet, or DM and campaign notes). 
In several cases (most prominently, the combat map), the information-bearing artifact 
mediates information flow between the DM and the players. 

The majority of breakdowns in information flow happen at points where the DM or 
players must access or modify information-bearing artifacts: looking up rules in print or 
digital rules references, creating character sheets, drawing the combat map, etc. (This is 
consistent with what we learned from examining our sequence model.) Eliminating 
these breakdowns, by specifically targeting information lookup and sharing features 
at these problem areas in the information flow, is a core design goal of Odin. 

! (



Dungeon
master

Experienced
players New players

Players

Explain
rules

Rulebooks Online rules
references

Rules references

Campaign / adventure
reference

Adventure
module

Campaign
document

Combat map

Character
sheets

Notes on
adventure /
campaign

DM explains rules to players

DM refers to experienced players
for rules knowledge

Draw combat
mapRefer to

combat map

Refer to
combat map

Players inform
DM of character

actions

Describes plot
and scene

Refer to for
game rules

Refer to for
game rules

Refer to for plot,
maps, etc.

Write and later
refer to

Refer to for
campaign and

world info

DM creates
campaign doc

Players discuss
actions amongst

themselves

Create &
modify

Refer to

DM refers to player
character sheets for

player abilities

finding rules
references can take a
few minutes; flipping

through books, or
searching online tools

drawing map
takes a while

character creation
can take hours

player descriptions
of actions may be

unclear

DM must take sheet
away from player
while referring to it

DM description of
scene may be unclear

Flow Model
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Artifact Model 
Tabletop RPGs such as D&D make use of many physical artifacts. Our consolidated 
artifact model is on the following page (p. 21). 

Lessons from the artifact model 
As discussed previously, the majority of artifacts in a game of D&D are information-
bearing artifacts; that is, they store information, either read-only (such as rulebooks, 
which are referenced but not modified) or editable (such as character sheets, which are 
both referenced by players and modified when a character’s game statistics change). 

The data relevant to any particular situation that arises in the course of gameplay is 
often scattered across many physical artifacts. For example, to determine the outcome 
of a small part of combat scenario, the DM may need to reference monsters statistics in 
the Monster Manual, a dungeon layout in an adventure module, a player’s character 
sheet, and game rules in an online rules reference. As a result of this information scatter, 
simply shuffling all the relevant physical artifacts causes slowdowns in gameplay; it is 
simply physically unwieldy to refer to two rulebooks, one or more pages of printed 
text, and a webpage on a laptop simultaneously. Thus, quick, seamless, simultaneous 
access to relevant parts of multiple disparate information sources is a core design 
goal of Odin. 

As discussed previously (see affinity diagram analysis, page 14), tabletop RPG gamers 
often express, and demonstrate, a preference for physical artifacts, such as physical 
dice and paper character sheets, even when the digital alternatives are extremely easily 
accessible and simple to use. (This may be caused in part by the “sensory pleasure” 
aspect of game enjoyment1.) As such, it is not our goal to force users to eliminate or 
replace physical artifacts or to use Odin to the exclusion of physical artifacts. Rather, 
our goals are to replace any physical and digital information sources that the user wishes 
to replace, and to supplement physical artifacts by providing quick, easy, simultaneous 
access to as many or as few information sources in digital format as desired, presented 
to the user in a highly customizable way that suits individual gamers’ preferences. 

! (

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Gaming for Fun (Part 1): Eight Kinds of Fun. Retrieved March 15, 2014: 
http://angrydm.com/2014/01/gaming-for-fun-part-1-eight-kinds-of-fun/ 
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Cultural Model 
Our consolidated cultural model is on the following page (p. 23). 

Lessons from the cultural model 
Of the five consolidated work models, the cultural model informed our design the least. 
The cultural influences at play in a tabletop roleplaying game have little direct influence 
on those aspects of gameplay that caused systematic workflow breakdowns at the 
gaming table. 

Two interesting aspects of the model did emerge, however. One is that players base 
character concepts — that is, ideas of what sorts of characters to create, and how to 
construct the character’s abilities — in large part on the basis of existing published 
game content. This suggests that having an easy way to peruse available game content 
(such as character classes) will allow players to create characters more quickly and 
easily, by shortening the amount of time a player spends in the “survey available 
options” phase of character creation. 

The most critical lesson we drew from the cultural model is that the gamut of game 
content available for the players from which to draw material and inspiration for 
character creation and subsequent character advancement, is almost entirely 
determined by the DM (and is often idiosyncratic to individual gaming groups). The 
DM also determines (though possibly with player input) many other aspects of the 
game, from overarching narrative themes to what equipment the player characters may 
acquire. Allowing the DM control over the set of rulebooks, online references, and 
other game content that the players have access to is thus a core design goal of Odin. 
(However, because the division of responsibilities and the intra-group dynamics can 
vary greatly between gaming groups, it is not our goal to limit control over selection of 
content and materials selection to the DM; our design provides for a flexible, intuitive 
system of permissions (similar to those used by many popular collaborative-work 
applications), by means of which the DM can allow the players as little or as much 
access and control over the shared digital resources used by the group. See the 
Conceptual Design section, pp. 28-29, for further discussion.) 

! (



Dungeon
master

Other
player(s)

Player

Content
publisher(s)

Popular
culture

• Players shouldn't constrain each other's play style

• Players should work together for a common goal
• Players shouldn't step on each other's toes with 
character roles

• DM shouldn't "railroad" players
• DM should provide opportunities to players to 
play how they want; allow for freedom of action

• Publishers create content that appeals to broad audience
• Game rules are designed to support the most common / 
broadest play styles

• It's the dungeon master's game, he selects genre / 
content / rules, and guides play
• Players should follow the adventure provided by DM

• Pop culture shapes how both DM and players 
imagine the fantasy world and its characters

• Players often base character designs on existing published 
game content as a starting point for a character concept

Cultural Model
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Physical Model 
As previously discussed, both of the gaming groups we observed held game sessions in 
classrooms on the 1st floor of the Informatics building at IUPUI. In both groups, the 
gamemaster sat at the instructor’s desk at the front of the classroom, while the players 
sat at student desks in the front part of the classroom. In one group, the gamemaster 
used the overhead projector installed in the classroom to project the combat map, using 
a special-purpose application on his laptop to construct it. In the other group, the GM 
drew the map on the whiteboard (though a projector was available there as well). (See 
the Appendix for photos of the results.) 

In addition to the DM’s laptop, some (though not all) of the players in both groups had 
laptops as well. Physical books and character sheets lay on the players’ tables, while 
more reference books, notes, and dice were scattered on the instructor’s (that is, the 
DM’s) table. A “DM screen”, with reference tables, stood on the DM’s table, shielding 
the DM’s notes and dice from the players’ view. 

Our consolidated physical model is on the following page (p. 25). 

Lessons from the physical model 
Key problem revealed by the physical model had to do with the movement of people 
and artifacts around the physical space. There is only one copy of each player’s paper 
character sheet (because it would be exceedingly inconvenient to create and maintain 
multiple copies); so when the DM must consult a player’s sheet (a regular occurrence), 
the DM must physically take the sheet from the player, which slows down play. (This is 
exacerbated by the layout of the classroom, which puts distance and furniture between 
the DM and the players.) Likewise, there is typically only one copy of any given 
physical rulebook, so it must be physically passed from one participant to another when 
different people need to consult it (again, a regular occurrence); this too causes 
slowdowns. Finally, for the players to directly interact with the combat map is either 
unwieldy (if the map is drawn on the whiteboard) or effectively impossible (if it’s 
drawn on the DM’s laptop using a tool not designed for collaboration); therefore all 
interaction with the combat map must be through the DM, imposing a cognitive load 
and leading to slowdowns. 

Eliminating the slowdowns caused by physical movement of, and physical distance 
to, information-bearing artifacts, is a core design goal of Odin. However, this goal 
must be carefully balanced with participants’ preference for physical artifacts (see 
analysis of artifact model, p. 20), as well as the social interaction which is an integral 
aspect of tabletop RPG gaming (see analysis of sequence model, p. 16). Our design 
allows users to replace as few or many of the physical artifacts with digital analogues 
(which are inherently sharable and accessible from multiple participants’ devices at 
once) as their play styles dictate, without significant impairment of functionality. 

  



Unwieldy for players to get up and modify 
map on whiteboard (so they don't)

Laptop

Books

Whiteboard

Books

DM moves back and forth from 
materials on table to whiteboard
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forth from DM to players

Book

D

Legend

D — DungeonMaster
P — Player

P

P

P

P

P

Character 
sheet

DM must physically take character 
sheet from player to look at it

Physical Model
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Requirements 

Problems Identified 
• Players experience difficulty in retrieving the desired sections in references. 

Information has to be searched by class, character, skills and abilities of characters, 
cost of objects etc. which the traditional source books do not allow. Players 
expressed interest in hyperlinked and indexed references. 

• A lot of unengaging time is lost in referring to sourcebooks while resolving actions.  

• Players found difficulty in creating character sheets involving various arithmetic 
operations. 

• Players couldn’t save or share customized classes and spell lists. 

• There is no organized way of creating, revealing and sharing maps. 

• There is no integrated way of creating notes in different formats like text, images, 
spreadsheets, etc.  

• Notes and character sheets cannot be shared or given restricted access (to a certain 
player or a specified section). 

Goals 
• Minimize paper work 

• Minimize time taken in referring to various materials 

• Minimize time taken in performing arithmetic operations  

• Enhance the experience of the players by reducing the time taken in resolving 
actions by the gamemaster  

• Facilitate usage of customized classes for character and object creation 

User Requirements 
• The users must be familiar with roleplaying games (in this case, Dungeons & 

Dragons). 

• The users must be familiar with using tablet or personal computer applications. 

Functional Requirements 
• The application should have some knowledge of the game mechanics, ex. attributes 

of character classes. 
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• The application must let the gamemaster design, load, store, retrieve and reveal 
maps.  

• The application should let the gamemaster and player customize settings to set 
defaults, ex. which character blocks to display for a character. 

• The application should let the gamemaster load and create the source material. 

• The application should let the players save and share bookmarks in the source 
material. 

• The application should save session data like current placement of players, notes 
etc. 

• The application should let users customize character and object classes by adding 
sections for a given character or deriving sections from two or more classes. 

Usability Requirements 
• Effectiveness: The application should have searchable campaign documents and 

other knowledge sources. 

• Efficiency: The application should minimize the time required to a) resolve actions 
by referencing different campaign material and b) fill character sheets. 

• Learnability: The players should be able to easily switch between physical material 
and that in the application. 

• Utility: The application should have a basic map drawing tool and facilitate 
exposing new areas of the map to the players.  

User Experience Requirements 
• Satisfying: The application should not leave a sense of inflexibility in the users.  

• Supporting creativity: The dungeon master should be able to create new campaigns 
and experiment with maps and game mechanics. Likewise, the players should be 
able to create customized characters and spells. 

Non-functional Requirements 
• The application must run on all platforms and let users add a new game and notify 

other players using the application on other platforms. 

Negative Requirements 
• The application doesn’t provide help about how to play the game. 

• The application is not intended to replace physical gaming with online gaming.  
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Conceptual Design 

Metaphors 
We describe Odin as “virtual desktop meets Dropbox meets drawing program meets 
PowerPoint meets annotation tool”. In brief, here is what that description means: 

• Desktop: Enables users to organize all the required information sources, tools 
and session data on a “virtual desktop”. 

• File Repository: Allows users to add, store and share reference material, notes 
and session data to/from the repository, which is accessible by all participants 
via the internet. 

• Notes: Lets the users create different notes in formats like text, images etc. 

• Drawing Tool: Provides vector image creation and editing capabilities, for 
creating and modifying maps. 

• Presentation Tool: Offers the DM a “presenter mode”, so he can present a 
“player’s view” of the map or other visual information, and reveal maps, 
graphics, and other information about the adventure in stages. 

Traditional RPG aspects  
Many tabletop RPG players prefer key aspects of the traditional, non-digital gaming 
experience. We determined that Odin should not be “totalizing”; that is, the application 
should not attempt to forcibly absorb the entire tabletop RPG workflow into itself by 
forcing gaming groups to use it for all aspects of play, or to force the game environment 
to be entirely virtual. Specifically, the following aspects of traditional roleplaying games 
should be respected by the application design: 

• Sensory Pleasure: Many players thoroughly enjoy physical aspects of the game 
like rolling dice, using reference books, paper character sheets etc. The 
application should allow the users to use as many or as few physical artifacts as 
they prefer. 

• Social Interaction: A core feature of tabletop roleplaying games is social 
interaction. Therefore, Odin should not cause attention tunneling, but rather 
should allow the users to seamlessly interact with the real world. 

• Imagination: One of the most compelling and addictive elements of role-playing 
games are visualizing the world and the action, and escape from reality. So, the 
application should let the players visualize a given description, and should not 
demand their visual attention completely. Each player visualizes the given 
campaign description in a different way. Using high-quality graphics would 
detract from that imagination. 
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Key Features 
As Odin is intended to replace or encompass the functionality of a vast array of tools, 
both specialized and general-purpose, providing an exhaustive feature list would be 
impractical (and such a list would be subject to heavy revision in the course of an 
iterative, participatory design process). The following are some key features that most 
define Odin: 

• Shared storage with configurable visibility and access: players and DM can 
upload and import a variety of documents and resources, share them with each 
other, and specify who can see and edit what 

• Custom graphics: players can import custom images to attach to their character 
sheet, custom minis to represent their character on the map, and more; DM can 
import graphics to use as visual aids, premade maps to use and customize, etc. 

• Robust map creation and presentation: gamemaster can create and edit maps, 
adjust visibility of map regions and elements on the fly, and manage creatures 
and objects on the map 

• Easy tracking of combat participant state: the ability to quickly view and easily 
modify state of all combat participants, right from the map or from initiative 
tracker window 

• Players can create customized character sheet templates and spell lists, and 
share them with other players 

• Simple annotation and editing features allow players and DM to keep adventure 
notes, notes on characters or spells, etc. 

• The ability to view many things at once — reference books, character sheet, 
combat map, spell list, etc. — via a flexible window-based interface 

Consolidated Vision 
Our consolidated vision is shown on the following page (p. 30). 

During the course of visioning, we noticed that several interactions are bi-directional, 
rather than unidirectional as we initially assumed them to be. For instance, players 
prefer to add to the references, keep bookmarks, share bookmarks etc. rather than just 
consuming content created by the gamemaster. Players sometimes prefer creating 
graphics for a profile image or minis, contrary to the assumption that the gamemaster 
alone needs access to the image import tool for creating and loading maps and images.  
Players might also create common notes about the campaign and personal notes about 
the characters.  
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Storyboards  
Storyboard #1, on the following page (p. 32), shows the first scenario, character 
creation, from the player’s perspective. It shows the various resources used by the 
player before and during character creation. It also shows the interaction between 
players during the process of making a character. The last panel shows access to 
sections of character sheets, and customizing character sheets. 

Storyboard #2, on p. 33, shows the combat scenario from the DM’s perspective. The 
difference between game master’s view and player’s view of the map is shown in the 
first two panels. The third panel shows adding a new non-player character and an 
object and setting the properties. The last panel shows how the interface is manipulated, 
and the various resources available. 
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User Environment Design 
We found the User Environment Design approach to be appropriate for Odin. The 
complete UED diagram is on the following page (p. 35). Highlights of the main areas of 
the application are as follows: 

• The desktop environment is where the user can organize game materials, 
placing them into folders, and sharing with other users 

• The create character sheets area includes constructing statblocks, customizing 
the default view of statblocks, defining relationships between numbers, etc. 

• Creating a campaign document includes the ability to add/import graphics, 
add/import documents, create notes, and link these elements together. 

• Managing the mini/object library requires adding objects, linking stat blocks 
and references. 

• Tracking combat participants is a key area for the DM; it is linked to the combat 
map presentation feature, and also provides quick access to relevant references. 

• A user can view reference material by opening it from the desktop or by clicking 
on a link or button in almost any other part of the application. 

• The create map feature is easily accessible both from the desktop (by opening or 
creating a new map document) and from the present map view, so that the DM 
can seamlessly switch between using a map to run a combat and editing it. 

See the UED diagram for more details. 

 

  



Run game

Purpose: To keep track of, share, and 
manage all game-relevant information 
during session

Functions
• Open/view reference material
• View/configure/adjust/share map/display
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Track combat participants

Purpose: At-a-glance track list of all combat participants

Functions
• Add participant to init order (from map or directly)
• View list of all monsters/PCs on map
• Add unmapped combat participant to map
• Set/change init for any participant
• View reference, sheet/statblock, artwork, or any other 
resource associated with any participant
• Select participants to select them on map

Links
> View/edit resources associated with each participant

Objects
– The combat participants on the list

Create map

Purpose: Set up a combat or exploration map

Functions
• Import map elements
• View element library
• Drawing tools
• Manage layers
• Set up fog-of-war
• Define elements and element groups

Links
> Configure/present map

Objects
– Map layers
– Map elements (bitmap images; vector 
elements)

Configure/present map

Purpose: Configure map with some objects, 
present to players, and manipulate it to reflect 
changes

Functions
• Place, move, edit, remove game game objects
• Adjust visibility of defined elements, element 
groups, or layers
• Adjust fog-of-war and lighting
• Track (at a glance) and modify monster state
• Create and adjust effects
• Present map on external display
• Push map to players
• View mini library
• View object library

Links
> Edit map
> Rules reference for a game object or effect

Objects
– Map layers
– Elements and element groups
– Game objects

Organize game materials

Purpose: Add to, organize, and share play 
materials (references and other artifacts)

Functions
• Add (import) materials
• Organize materials into groups/folders
• Set permissions/visibility for materials or groups 
(folders)

Links
> View reference materials/documents
> Edit document

Objects
– Documents
– Folders/groups

Create/edit character sheet or statblock 
template

Purpose: Create template for use in creating 
char sheets/statblocks

Functions
• Tools for constructing monster statblocks / 
character sheets
• Define structure of data
• Define relationships between numbers
• Create a "simplified" or "summary" view on a 
char sheet or statblock
• Add links/bookmarks
• View reference materials
• Back to desktop

Links
> View reference material

Objects
– Content of document
– Document structure

Create/edit campaign document

Purpose: Put together document 
detailing campaign info

Functions
• Add/import documents
• Add/import graphics
• Create/edit notes
• Add hyperlinks/bookmarks 
between/to reference material

Links
> View references

Edit mini/object library

Purpose: Manage library of game objects for 
use on map

Functions
• Add/import image for use as object
• Attach one or more statblocks to mini
• Attach links to rules references or other 
resources to mini

Links
> Edit character sheet / statblock associated 
with mini
> View reference material for mini

Objects
– Minis and objects

View reference material

Purpose: View rules reference, adventure 
module, or campaign document

Functions
• View material
• Add bookmarks to view
• Save custom view on material

Links
> Edit document (if custom, such as 
campaign doc)
> Share bookmark with other players

Manage session state data

Purpose: Save, restore, and 
update session state

Functions
• Save map & character states
• Resume map & character state
• Update notes

Links
> List of sessions
Objects
– Game sessions

Create/edit character or monster 
statblock

Purpose: Create and edit a character or 
monster

Functions
• View sourcebooks, campaign doc, and 
online content
• Create character sheet or statblock 
from template
• Add/delete sections
• Create/edit notes
• Import graphics

Links
> Online resources
> Local sourcebooks and materials

Create campaign

Purpose: Create a new campaign.

Functions
• Create campaign document
• Create maps
• Set up mini library
• Create character sheet / statblock 
templates

Links
> Online resources and campaign 
content
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User Profiles and Scenarios 

User Profiles 
• Camilla, aged 19, is an undergraduate student who has been recently introduced to 

roleplaying games. She has been an avid gamer from the past five years and is very 
technology-savvy. She has enough time to play the game for 3-4 hours a week and 
learn in the process. 

• Albert, aged 27, is a graduate student who has been playing Dungeons & Dragons 
for more than ten years. He played a lot of other roleplaying games and enjoys 
creating new content for Dungeons & Dragons and taking on the role of Dungeon 
Master. He is very technology-savvy and conducts games through different media 
using various software tools. 

Scenarios 
• Joining a Game: Camilla receives the invite for a new campaign and accepts it. She 

then goes through the campaign documents and other reference material. She 
decides which character to roleplay, creates a character sheet from a provided 
template, and starts rolling dice to fill out the character sheet, referencing the 
sourcebooks at the same time. She discusses her character with the rest of the 
players and make the changes they suggested. Then she chooses a mini to represent 
her character and shares her character sheet with the others. 

• Combat Scene: In the course of the game, the characters find themselves in combat. 
Albert describes the scene, referring to his notes to do so, and opens a previously 
drawn combat map. He places all participating player characters and enemies on 
the map. Albert and the players all roll dice to determine initiative order, and 
Albert records the initiative scores in the combat tracker window. Albert asks the 
first player about what action he would like to take, and asks him to roll any 
relevant dice. Then, he references various materials, such as sourcebooks and his 
adventure notes, to resolve the player’s action. He also rolls dice as a part of 
resolving the action, and then makes appropriate changes to the map. The player 
makes changes to his character sheet, if necessary. 
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Prototyping 

Low Fidelity Prototypes 
We used pencil and paper to create low fidelity prototypes. An important design 
consideration that emerged from this phase was the fact (present in our notes, but 
previously overlooked) that RPG gamers may play several games at the same time (on 
different days of the week, for instance). The application should thus enable each player 
to track states in different games where he/she is a player. Each game should have 
independent session data, while certain resources should be accessible across games.  

Images of our paper prototypes are in the Appendix (pp. 60-65). 

High Fidelity Prototypes 
We used Axure RP Pro v. 7.0 to create the interactive prototypes. More screenshots of 
the interface are in the Appendix (pp. 66-67). The complete interactive prototype may 
be accessed at the following web address:  

http://acheron.dyndns.org/~obormot/h561/prototype1/ 

 

  

Combat map, with window for minis and toolbars to manage visibility and 
fog of war (DM’s interface). 
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Contextually relevant reference opened on DM’s screen. 

Monster statblock opened from a mini on the combat map. 
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Evaluation 

Method 
We walked four participants (three players and one gamemaster) through our scenarios 
using the interactive prototype. We then asked them about: 

• Their overall opinion about the application 

• Actions that the application supports in the current context 

• Actions that the application doesn’t support 

• Features that they require to make their interactions better 

Strengths 
• The players found the desktop metaphor instantly comprehensible and friendly 

• They found that having everything on screen at once is convenient 

• Presenter mode was seen as a great idea 

• Initiative tracker is very useful 

• Summary view of character sheets to facilitate quick reference is useful 

• Linking maps with each other is very good for immersion and enhances the flow of 
the narration 

Areas of Improvement 
• Show grid on the combat map; have grid measurement features 

• Players should be able to share notes 

• The system should have knowledge of and display stats of common non-player 
characters and monsters 

• Spell lists should also be shareable 

• The access of character sheets should be customizable to the level of sections and 
alignment 

• The gamemaster should be able to give access to notes to specific players 

• Map should show terrain and be aware of objects (for lighting, etc.) 

• Tooltips/popups should show default stats of characters and properties of objects 

 

See Appendix (p. 68) for complete list of user feedback.  
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Future Directions 
The following are key features we would add in any future iterations of Odin. 

• Shareable spell lists and notes 

• Visualizing terrain 

• Players being able to contribute to references 

• Grid features for the draw tool 

• Include stats of non-player characters and monsters 
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Appendix 

Images from Fieldwork 
  

Table in front of the DM. Adventure module open on table; DM screen; dice; dice pouch; 
dry erase markers (for writing/drawing on whiteboard). 

Rulebooks. Hundreds more exist; these are among the most commonly used. 
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A standard set of dice. 

One player’s personal dice collection. This is approximately $60-$80 of dice. 
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Reference table on a DM screen (closeup). These tables provide easy access to 
information that is otherwise scattered throughout several rulebooks. 
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DM screen (exterior and interior view). The interior of the screen is 
completely covered with reference tables. 
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Four pages of a character sheet. Every number and detail written on the sheet 
will be referred to at some point during the game. 
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Map in published adventure module. Such maps are designed to be referenced by 
the DM, who constructs combat maps on the basis of these (see next page). 
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Combat maps, drawn on a whiteboard, based on the maps pictured on the 
preceding page. The comparative crudeness and lack of detail is evident. The DM, 
who must draw these maps in the course of gameplay, does not have time, nor the 

artistic tools, to create detailed, high-quality combat maps. 
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Preliminary Work Models 
The following nine pages (pp. 50-58) contain our preliminary work models. 
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Preliminary Vision 
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Wireframes 
These are our low-fidelity (paper) prototypes. The application design and interface 
layout evolved significantly between these and our high-fidelity prototype.  

Game selection screen, seen by player. 
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Add Character screen. 

Character creation screen, with character sheet (right) and 
reference book (left). 
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Combat map, as seen by player. 

Game selection screen, seen by DM. 
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Combat map, as seen by DM. 

Draw Map screen (used by DM only). 
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DM viewing info for a character on the combat map. 

Folder of reference books. 
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Reference book and a player’s character sheet, side-by-side. 

Folder of campaign notes. 
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Interactive Prototype Screenshots 
 

  

Game selection screen. A player can join a new game, or enter a game 
they’re already playing in. 

Desktop environment. Folders of content at right; open folder window in 
middle. 
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Character sheet with opened reference. A player can view sourcebooks 
while creating a character. 

Desktop environment with open reference book. 
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User Feedback 
o Visibility/access should be settable by section of character sheet (e.g. to hide 

alignment) 

o Players do sometimes want to see each other’s sheets, such as when planning 
group tactics and combos 

o The game table / desktop metaphor is immediately comprehensible 

o Users would like tooltips over objects and functions for brief explanation 

o Text that allows clicking to access references, etc., should look like a link; double-
clicking to open a reference is not intuitive 

o Players would want to store notes about character, quick references (in player’s 
own words) about feats or spells, and about investigations and plot 

o Sharing notes with other players is a desired feature 

o Flexible and effective search is a desired feature 

o Floating windows with spell lists and other often-referenced stuff should exist 

o Map should show terrain, objects, sight distance, monsters 

o Selecting your own mini to represent your character is important 

o It’s not that important for a player to be able to customize character sheet layout 

o DM should be able to update the map separately for each player using the system 
(for different vision abilities of different characters) 

o Window-based interface is superior to full-screen interface (i.e. one content 
window dominating the entire screen) 

o Tabs are a way to fit more things onto the screen 

o Players often have to look at many things at once: spell descriptions, map, 
character sheet 

o Character sheet should allow player to see one section at a time (and be scrollable) 

o Lots of references may need to be onscreen at the same time when making 
characters 

o A list or menu of open windows would be useful 

o The map should show a grid 

o Games often contain many human enemies, so application should include 
statblocks for various NPCs 

o Option to import and use custom minis is important 

o Map should include grid measurement features, such as automatically calculating 
and showing distance moved when moving minis 
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o Importing stats for characters/monsters is a great feature 

o It’s great to have everything on one screen 

o The virtual desktop interface is great 

o Fog of war is a key feature 

o Make the application’s features and functions easily visible 

o Tooltips on functions and objects are a must-have 

o Integrate location maps with the world map, so clicking on locations in world map 
opens location map; this is good for immersion 

o The initiative tracker is a great design 

o On the combat map, show the DM what the players can see 

o Showing monster quick statblock by clicking on mini: a great feature 

o A “more info” link on the quick statblock should be a way to bring up the whole 
monster entry 

o Presenter mode is a good idea 

o Sight lines (a la MapTool) should be settable properties of map elements 

o Visibility should be configurable on a mini-to-mini basis (for e.g. hiding, 
invisibility) 

o “Summary view” of character sheet is a great idea 

o Definitely integrate mini with associated character sheet (or statblock) 

o Each campaign should have separate directories of materials 


